He’s your rock and rolling jukebox with some slamming jams that won’t quit! DJ Johnny Bot is here to rock the house! Are you ready?

Here’s what should be included with your DJ Johnny Bot:

- 1 DJ Johnny Bot
- 1 remote
- 2 microphones
- 1 cassette tape
- 1 detachable tray for hold the option CD player
- 1 pop off antenna

**ANTENNA INSTALLATION**
To install the antenna, simply insert the antenna into the antenna slot, press down and twist to lock into place.

**OPENING THE DOME**
To open DJ Johnny Bot’s dome, simply press the black button on the right side of the bot (if you’re facing him) and lift the dome toward your left.

- **IR receiver**—Keep the receiver clear so DJ Johnny Bot can read the remote signal
- **Master Volume**—Controls the overall volume of the bot
- **Echo Knob**—Creates or minimizes an echo effect on the radio or through the microphone
- **Tuning Knob**—Dial up your favorite FM station right here
- **Microphone Volume**—Adjusts the loudness of your voice through the bot and the radio
- **Mode Switch**—Sets the bot to whatever party level you want him (See the Modes section for more details.)
- **Cassette Player**—Features standard operations: Play, Stop/Eject, Fast Forward and Rewind
MODES
Karaoke Mode
Play your favorite tunes and sing along with the bot that’s got to keep the beat.
The karaoke player, optional CD player, microphone and remote sound effects are all activated in this mode, so go crazy with the Scratch Wheel or juice it up with a hot guitar solo! You can also send this rolling joke bot anywhere you want him to go! All movement functions are active in Karaoke Mode.

Activating the microphone:
• Plug one or both microphones into the remote
• Turn remote, microphone and bot on
• Place the microphone in front of the bot’s speaker in the low center of the bot.
• Adjust the tuning knob until you hear a high pitched squeal or beep (feedback)

Volume adjustments: For the best sound quality possible, adjust the microphone volume and the master volume so that neither your voice nor the karaoke (or optional CD player) is overpowering one another.

Try singing along with the included tape, featuring blooobuster pop songs performed in the styles of popular artists!

For additional hints and help, see the Troubleshooting Guide at the end of these instructions.

Dance Mode
Hit the floor with Dance Mode, where DJ Johnny Bot will strut his stuff once you supply him with a groove! For 5 minutes, this bot will spin, roll and dance as soon as it hears a tune!

• Starting and stopping dancing: To pause DJ Johnny Bot’s groove, simply turn off any button or the scratch wheel on the remote control. To reactivate the bot into Dance Mode, hit another button or the scratch wheel and make a sound to reanimate the bot!

• Neither the radio nor the karaoke player is activated in Dance Mode. Give the bot the tunes and it’ll dance to YOUR music!

Radio Mode
Play your favorite radio station in this mode. Remote sound effects and movement are all activated so you can DJ yourself to the radio and send the bot anywhere you want. Karaoke functions are deactivated.

NOTE: The optional CD player will only work in KARAOKE MODE. Turn microphone volume to minimum to avoid feedback. DO NOT operate the karaoke player while playing the CD, this may permanently damage your DJ Johnny Bot.

CD PLAYER SHELF
Insert the detachable shelf into the slot on the back of the bot. Although designed to hold a portable CD player, the bot should be on a solid and level surface.

USING A DC ADAPTER (NOT INCLUDED)
Your Bot will operate on batteries, but also operate on a DC adapter [NOT INCLUDED] To use, plug one end of the adapter into the wall socket and the other end into the adapter input. Your bot should now be able to perform without batteries.

NOTE: Your bot can use an optional 7.5V DC Adapter (not included) but your bot will be stationary while plugged in.

TROUBLESHOOTING
DJ Johnny Bot does not respond to remote buttons
• Make sure that both the remote and bot are turned on
• Check life and proper installation of batteries in remote and bot
• Make sure neither the IR receiver nor the IR transmitter on the remote is blocked
• Check that the volume is not completely turned down or you may not hear sound effects

Cassette will not play in bot
• Make sure nothing is jammed in the bot’s cassette mechanism
• The cassette will only play in Karaoke Mode. Make sure this mode is activated

DJ Johnny Bot keeps generating feedback
• To avoid feedback from DJ Johnny Bot, keep the microphone away from his speaker
• Adjust the microphone volume and the master volume until the feedback ceases

DJ Johnny Bot spontaneously begins to roll and spin
• In Dance Mode, DJ Johnny Bot will respond to sound. Make sure that Dance Mode is deactivated
• Check the life and proper installation of the bot’s batteries

Can’t hear the sound effects when the cassette is playing
• On some cassettes, the recording level has been set too high and the cassette music drown out the sound effects generated by the remote

The microphone does not respond
• Take a pen bolt head screwdriver or a paper clip and insert the end into the tiny hole next to the on/off switch underneath the remote control. Gently twist the paper clip or screwdriver to adjust the tuning of your microphone frequency off of a crowded station.

The microphone seems to cut out when the bot is in motion
• When in motion, the microphone and radio input is interrupted simultaneously

For any other problems, contact Trendmasters directly at 1-800-771-1810 or write at Trendmasters, Inc., 611 N. 108 Street, St. Louis, MO 63101. You can also contact us through our web site at trendmasters.com.

BATTERY INSTALLATION INFORMATION
DJ Johnny Bot requires 3 "C", two "AA" and one "AAA" batteries. Unscrew hatch and insert 3 "C" batteries into the battery compartment on the back of the bot. Unscrew hatch and insert 1 "AAA" batteries into the compartment underneath the bot.

WHEN NOT USING YOUR BOT
Place the microphones in the bot’s hands, and the remote control on one of the mics. Turn off remote and the bot. The tray fits onto the back of the bot, right over the battery compartment.

WARNING: Changes or modifications to this unit not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

The FCC states that the user should not install or test in any way the bot or remote control as the test may not be in compliance with the FCC rules. If the user is not sure whether or not the bot or remote control is in compliance, the user should refer to the manufacturer for assistance.

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio / TV technician for help.
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WARNING:
• Breaking the plastic may result in small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

BATTERY REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:
3 "C" batteries	Hold down button of remote to release battery compartment cover; remove batteries. CAUTION: Batteries may leak.

BATTERY REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:
1 "AAA" battery	Hold down button of remote to release battery compartment cover; remove battery. CAUTION: Batteries may leak.

BATTERY REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:
1 "AAA" battery	Hold down button of remote to release battery compartment cover; remove battery. CAUTION: Batteries may leak.

BATTERY REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:
1 "AAA" battery	Hold down button of remote to release battery compartment cover; remove battery. CAUTION: Batteries may leak.